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Abstract

We will describe an adaptiveoptics systemdevelopedfor the 1meter Nickel and 3 meter
Shane telescopes atLick Observatory.Observingwavelengthswill be in the visible for
the 1 meter telescope andin the nearIRon the3 meter.The adaptiveopticssystem
design is based on a 69 actuatorcontinuoussurfacedeformablemirroranda Hartmann
wavefrontsensor equippedwith an intensifiedCCD framingcamera.

The system has been testedat the Cassegrainfocus of the I metertelescope where the
subapermresize is 12.5 cm. The wavefrontcontrolcalculationsareperformedon a four
processorsingle boardcomputercontrolledby aUnix-based system.We will describethe
opticalsystem and give detailsof the wavefrontcontrolsystem design. We will present
predictionsof the systemperformanceandinitialtest results.

1. Introduction

Ourobjective is to develop an adaptive optics(AO) system forhigh-resolutionastronomicalimaging at the
Universityof California'sLick Observatoryon Mr.Hamilton.The generalapproachis to correctfor
atmosphericturbulenceby measuringthe wavefrontfroma knownpointsourceand thenmoving a
deformablemirrorsurface to compensate. We aredevelopingthe system on the one meterNickel reflector
but the system is ultimately aimedat I - 2.2 _ imaging on the three meterShane telescope. The system
initiallyuses naturalstats as reference sourcesbutwill use a sodium laserguide starwhen it becomes
available [1].

In this paper•we will describe the design• implementation,andoperationof the Lick AOsystem. We will
develop some predictionsof its performancean comparetheresultsto initial laboratorytests and

_ observatoryexperiments. A companion paper[2] describes in more detailthe resultsof initial observations
at Lick andplans for astronomicalimaging.

, 2. The adaptive optics system design

2.1 System architecture

The architectureof the system is shown in Figure1. Inthis section we will brieflygo throughthe
: architectureand then describe each component in moredetail.Light from the telescopeenters the system
- from the Cassegrainfocus as an F/17 beam.We firstcorrect the overall tip-fliterrorof the wavefront with a
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piezoelectric controlled fiat mirror.The beam is then collimatedandsent toa deformablemirror(DM) at a
plane conjugate to the telescope primary mirror. The DM has 69 actuators with a spacing (on the telescope
pupil) of d ---12.5 cm. After reflection from the DM the light is split by a dichroic beam splitter. All light
with wavelength shorter than650 nm is sent to a wavefront sensor while the longer wavelength go on to the
science camera. This wavelength cutoff point can be changed by substitutinga selection of beamsplitters.

The wavefront sensor beam is then reformatted by an afocal telescope to the desired wavefront sensor
aperture size. The wavefront sensor is a Shack-Hartmann system with a subaperture size matching the DM
actuator spacing (d = 12.5 cm) capable of operatingat up to 1000 framesper second. The wavefront sensor
images are transferred to a wavefront control computer which reconstructs the error wavefront and
generates the DM control signals at lkHz.

After the dichroic beam splitter, the science camera beam is brought to an F/30 focus. The beam is again
split by a 50%beam splitter.One beam goes to an avalanche photodiode quadcell which controls the tip-flit
mirror through an analog control system. The remaining beam goes to a thermo-electrically cooled
Photometrics imaging camera with a detector scale of 0.047 arcsec/pixel.

The system is designed as a prototype for laser guide star (LGS) based correction. Since a LGS provides no
overall tip-flit information due to the atmospheric effects of the upgoing laser propagation [3], the tip-tilt
must be corrected based on a natural guide star (NGS), the reason a separate sensor is used for tip-tilt rather
than the wavefront sensor average tilt. For situations when a NGS is available for DM control, we will
eventually provide a mode on which the tip-tilt mirror will be controlled by the wavefront sensor. We must
also provide a refocusing capability for the wavefront sensor to switch from LGS to NGS operation.
Another concern with LGS operation is the Rayleigh scattered light from the lower atmosphere. We will
provide a field stop in the wavefront sensor afocal telescope to reject the scattered light. This issue is
discussed in more detail in [1].For the remainder of this paper we will assume a NGS reference for DM
control since that is the mode we are currently operating.

|F/17 beam .... "

| from telescope Itek DM AUCste_mtr°lsy
A69 actualors

• . _.| /_ _ _ 4 i860's

0 ,.mplo
I Iransmit> 60Ohm N| .................._ Hartmann
I reflect < 600nm __1 sensor

'_I--........_ Phot_melrics
i _ maagmg
ITip-flit analog r _1 -- camera

controller L_ .
20,60,120 Hz APD quadeell

tip-tilt detector

Figure 1. Block diagram of the Lick Observatory adaptive optics system

2.2 Wavefront sensor - intensified and bare CCD



The referencewavefront shape is measuredwith a Hartmann wavefront sensor[4]. An image of the
telescope apet-t_ is focused on an array of small lenslets which define the subapertures. Each lenslet
focuses an image of the reference staron an imagingsensor. The centroidposition of the images gives the
average tip-flit over the subaperture. These flits can be reconstructedinto the wavefront shape. The

• measurement must be repeated within the de.correlationtime of the atmosphere, typically a few
milliseconds.

, For initialexperiments, we are using an high speed Kodak camera coupled to the lenslet array by a two-
stage image intensifier[5]. The lenslets form an 8x8 array of F/100 reference images. Each subaperture is a
10xl0 array of 50 lampixels witha detector scale of 1 arcsec/pixel. The Hartmannsensor images can be
read from the camera at up to 2 KHz (but the controller can run at lkHz maximum rate). The quantum
efficiency of the intensifier-camera system is approximately 5%. The peak sensitivity of its S-20 phosphor
is at 500 run. The operation of this wavefront sensor is limited to reference stars with my < 5 on the 1 meter
telescope by its low quantum efficiency.

The wavefront sensor is being upgraded to a bare-CCD camera using a Lincoln Laboratory developed CCD
[6]. It is a 64x64 chip with QE Xidet= 80% and read noise Nr = 10e'. at a 1 KHz frame rate. This wavefront
sensor should increase the 1meter limiting reference to mv = 7.

The expected error in the wavefront measurement is described by the phase variancein the measurement.
The error in calculating the centroid position for a Hartmann subaperture image is determined by the
number of detected signal photons and the read noise of the sensor and is given by [15]

6n:2

a.f, = X6(SNe)

where

l'ldetN p_SNR

nd..JVp,....+Nv.N,

and Nphot is the number of reference photonsper frame incidenton a subapertureand Npix is the number
of sensor pixels persubaperture.With Nphot _ 1000 photons (my =4 for a 12 cm subapertureand 1 ms
exposure) and Npix -- 4, the intensifiedcamera SNR is 7 while the bareCCD camera SNR is 23 which
gives awls(in0 =0.63 rad and_wfs(CCD) - 0.19 ra&

2.3 Deformable mirror

We are using an Itek continuous-face deformable mirror with 69 active actuators in a 9x9 square grid [7].
The PMN (lead - magnesium - niobate) actuators areseparated by 7 mm on the mirror, equivalent to 12.5
cm on the telescope aperture. The actuators are placedat the comers of the wavefront sensor subapenures
as shown in Figure2. The lowest mechanical resonance of the mirror is > 5KHz, well above our 1 KHz
maximum control system sample rate. The expected rms atmospheric wavefront fluctuationswith tip-tilt
removed are given bY [8]

o'_,s = 0.134

which, for typicalLick conditionsof r0 =8 cm andD = 1 meter,gives _atmos = 3.0 rad.For imagingat k --
, 0.85 lain,allowing for 10ffatrnoserrors requiresan actuatorstrokeof at least2 grn compared to the3 grn

strokefurnished by the mirror.



The deformable mirrorcanaccuratelyrepresentspatial frequenciesin the wavefrontonly up to a limit set
by theactuatorspacing. Higherspatial frequencieswill contributeto the residualwavefronterror.This
error,generally called fittingerror, has rms value [9] given by

kro)

where d is the actuator spacingand _:is a constant which depends on the mirror influence function - the
surface deflection due to moving a single actuator. If the subaperture size does not match the actuator
spacing, the spatial sample interval d is the largest of the two, We will use K:= 0.23 for a Gaussian
influence function, d = 12.5 cm for the Lick 1 meter telescope, and r0 = 8 cm to give ¢fit = 0.33 rad.
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Figure 2. Deformable mirror and wavefront sensor geometry

2.4 Control system

The adaptiveoptics controlsystem takes image data from the wavefront sensor and converts it tocontrol
signals for the deformablemirror.Its principalrequirementis to minimize the delaybetween the
measurement_timeand when the correction is sent to the deformable mirror relative to the atmospheric
wavefront decorrelation time, typically a few miUiseconds. The overall control process is shown inFigure
3. The measured slopes are reconstructed to give the error wavefront. This process gives the error at each
actuator position in terms of the voltage signal to the actuator, essentially de,coupling the 69 channels. It is
followed by a standard PI controller for each actuator which determines the applied DM signal.

e
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Figure 3. The wavefront control computational process

Our system is based on a Mercurysingle board parallel computer with four Intel i860 processors hosted by
aForce Spare-2 CPU running Unix. Its maximum sample rate is 1KHz. It has two main computational
tasks: computing Hartmann sensor image centroids to get wavefront slopes and doing a matrix-vector
multiply to calculate theDM position commands from the slopes. A block diagram of the system hardware
is shown in Figure 4.

Wavefront sensor image data is transferred into i860 shared memory at 50 Mbytes/sec. The overall real-
time computationalprocess is shown in the flowchart in Figure 3. For each subaperture,the system
computes X and Y eentmids andstores them in shared memory. The centroicisareaveraged to estimate the
full-aperturetip-tilt which is then subtracted from the subaperture centroids. This full tip-tilt information
will ultimately be used to control either the tip.flit mirror for a NGS reference or the upgoing laser beam
steeringfora LGS reference.

To computethe requiredDM signals to correct the measured slope errors, we need to know the relationship
between an applied actuator voltage and the observed wavefront sensor centroids. For a system with M

subapertures and N actuators, we define the 2M component vector of slopes 0 and the N component

actuator position vector _p. They are related by 2MxN system matrix S such that 0 = S_. We measure S
" by moving a single actuator through a series of voltages and recording the centroid positions. The slopes of

the resulting response curves are a column of the system matrix S. This single matrix operation includes
both the DM influence function and the gradient operation of the Hartmann sensor.

o
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To compute the DM signals we applythe pseudoinverseof the system matrixto the slope measurements,

-=-S+0 [10]. We will referto S+as the controlmarx. This matrix-vectormultiply operation is the
second majorpart of the real-timecomputational process shown inFigure4. These signals are then
multipliedby a control loop gainand integratedto form the actuatorsignals which are applied to the DM
througha set of 69 parallel D/A converters.

For 1 KHz operation, the I msec camera integrationperiod is followed by a400 gsec data transferto the
• computer.The centroidcomputation takes 300 lxsecandthe matrix-vectormultiply and control calculations

take200 gsec. The averagedelaybetweensensinga wavefrontchange andapplying a correctionto theDM
is 3 msec. The resultof the delay is an inability to rejecterrorswith temporalfrequenciesabove a closed
loop bandwidthof approximatelyfc ffi30 Hz. The controllerperformanceis analyzed in more detail in a
latersection.The degradationin wavefrontcorrection performancedue to the delay is determinedby the
Greenwood frequency fg [11],

e,°.,,,.ttL )

where

1+ -'--------_
log(DIr,)

is a correctionto the Greenwood frequency that accounts for the fact that the atmosphereintroduces less
errorat smallerD/r0 even without any correction [15]. Choosing a nominal value forgood conditionsof fg
=80 I-Iz,we expect Ocontrol=2.3 tad, the largesterrorcontributorof those we have discussed.

The wavefront setpointof the controlleris determined using a point sourceat the fecal plane of the
telescope. The DM is adjustedby addition of Zemuke modes to sharpenthe image on the science camera
[12]. When an optimum image is obtainedthe wavefront sensor imagepositions are recordedand usedas
thezero positionsduring atmosphericcompensation.This techniqueallows correctionof all static
aberrationin the system, even in the non-common path.

The system is controlled througha graphicaluserinterface thatallows interactive controlof the parameters
such as gain and integration.A slidercontrolpanel allows settingthe controllersetpointto any combination
of Zernike modes. The systemfurnishesdiagnosticdisplaysof time seriesor power spectraof centroids,
reconsm_ctederrors,and DM controlsignals.

2.5 Tip-fllt system

The tip-tilt system controls the overallposition of theimage on the science camera using a NGS reference.
The image position is measuredwith a silicon avalanche photodiodequadcell which gives us a limiting
magnitude(on the I metertelescope) of approximatelymy =7. The mirroris controlledby an analog
controllerwith selectable bandwidthsof 20, 60, and 120 Hz. The system anddescribedin detail in [13] and
an analysis of theeffects of tip-tilterrors is given in [14].

• 2.6 Optical system

The opticalsystem layout is shown in Figures5a and5b forthe frontand rearof the optics table
respectively. The system is mounted at theF/17 C.assegrainfocus of Lick'sNickel reflector.The

' collimating and focusing elements are off-axis parabolas to reduce chromatic aberration since the system
will use a guide star in the visible while imaging at wavelengths up to 2.2 gin.
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There are two internalreferencesources in the opticalsystem, bothdrivenby a He.Ne laser.The firstis for
alignment and thesecond is a single-mode 3 I.Unfiberat thetelescope focal planewhich formsa
diffraction-limitedimagefor systemcalibration.An RS-170 videocameramountedin parallelwith the
science cameraprovidesreal-time alignment anddiagnosticinfoanation.

4

,. 3, System performance analysis

We will characterizetheperformanceof the system by the Strehlratio,the ratioof the peak image intensity
to thatof a diffraction-limitedimage.The Strehlis relatedtothe wavefrontvarianceby

S = e-a_

where oZ,/is the sumof the wavefront errorcontributionsdiscussed above

a_! - o2f, + o_ 2+ (Yconttol

We ignore for this analysisany errorsdue to anisoplanitismor imperfect tip-flitcorrection.The detailsof
this performance analysis process arefully describedin [15].

The atmosphericconditionsrelevant to adaptiveoptics systemperformancefora single starcorrectionare
the spatialcorrelationlength r0 and the Greenwood frequencyfg, which havebeendefined above. At Lick
Observatoryr0 and fg vary overrangesfrom 3 to 10cm and40 to 200 Hz in poorto good seeing (all
measurementsat X - 550 nm) [2]. We will define threesets of typical atmosphericconditions forLick: poor
seeing withtO=3 cm and fg - 200 Hz, averageseeing with tO- 5 cm and fg -- 140 Hz, andgood seeing
with to --.10 cm and fg =70 Hz.

In this section we will addresstwo issues: the first is how theAO system performance scales the magnitude
of the referencestar, the second is the effect of the temporalbandwidthof the controller.These are
currentlythe two mainareasof development for the system.For thelimitingmagnitudeissue, we will
comparethe two wavefrontsensorsdescribedabove forboth the 1and 3 meter telescopesand theset of
atmosphericconditions describedabove. For the controllerbandwidthissue,we will use the errormodel to
look at generalperformanceas thecontrol loop bandwidthis varied.

3.1 System performance vs. NGS magnitude

One of the major issues in AO system performance is the limiting magnitude of the referenceguide star.
This determines sky coverage which, in turn, determines the objects that can be imaged. The limiting
magnitude depends on the atmosphereand both the imaging and reference wavelengths. In this analysis we
will fix the performanceof the control loop and the DM to thenominal values describedabove andvarythe
atmosphericconditions. We will plot the system Strehlanddiscuss theimprovementin Strehlover the

uncorrected image where S.._,,, = (O/ro }-2[15].

Figure6 shows the intensified wavefrontsensor systemStrehlversusvisualmagnitudeforgood, average,
andpoorseeing as describedabove. In this case the NGS wasa K type star(Teff- 5000 deg. K). The
uncorrectedStrehlsare 0.04, 0.009, and0.003 respectively which give improvementsof approximately15,

• 13, and 5 forbright(my = 0-3) stars.The improvementsdegraderapidlyas the stargets dimmer thanmy =
4. The brightstarresultscompares reasonablywith preliminaryobservationsinaverageseeing at Lick (see
[2] fordetails)but the limitingmagnitudepredictionshave notyet beentested.

o

To extend the system operation to dimmerreferencestars,we areinstallinga bareCCD wavefrontsensor
as describedabove. Its performanceversusNGS magnitudeis comparedto thatof the intensifiedwavefront
sensorin Figure7. The performanceshown is for average atmosphericconditionsandan imaging



wavelengthof 0.85 pro.The improved sensorwill extendthe limitingmagnitudefromapproximatelymv =
5tomv=7.

The tests that we arecurrentlydoing on the I metertelescopeare aimedprimarilyat AO system
development;the system is designed forastronomicalimagingon the3 meter telescope at I to 2.2 ttm. In
Figure8 we show the system performanceforgood, average,andpoorseeing on the 3 metertelescope at
1.6 IJan(H band)with thebareCCD wavefrontsensor.We have also assumedthatwe can increasethe
efficiency of theoptical systemfrom 15% to40%and that we movethedichroic cutoffwavelengthup to 1
gin. We shouldbe able to use 10 - 12 magnitudestarsunderaverageto good seeing conditions.The system
performanceversus my is shown in Figure9 for three wavelengths,1.25 gm, 1.66 gin, and 2.2 gin.

3.2 Systemperformanceversuscontrolsystem bandwidth

The most importanterrorsource in ourcurrenttests withbrightstarsis the wavefronterrordue to the delay
in the controlsystem. Itis currentlylimitk_gus to approximately30Hz closed loop bandwidth.In this
section we will look at the performanceeffects of increasingthe bandwidthforboth the currentsystemon
the I metertelescope with the intensified sensorand on the 3 metersystem with thebareCCD sensor. In
both cases we keep the samplerate fixed at 1KHz- the bandwidthis increasedby reducingthe system
delay.

Figure 10 shows the Strehlperformance of the 1 meter intensifiedwavefrontsensor system for three
differentcontrollerbandwidths,the current30 Hz, 60 Hz, and 100Hz.With a samplerate of 1KHz, 100 Hz
is approximatelythe maximum achievable bandwidthwit_ no additionaldelay in thecontroller.Figure 11
shows the same controller cases for the 3 metertelescope bare CCD wavefrontsensorsystem (at 1.6 Ixm).
For both systems we see thatfor brightreferenceobjects, the increasein controlbandwidth is very
significant.As we go to dim sourceswhere the erroris dominatedby the wavefrontmeasurement, which
will generallybe thecase forastronomicalobservations,thehigher bandwidthmayactuallydecreasethe
systemperformancebecause of lowereffective averagingtimein thecontroller[13]. The best course for
thesystem designis probablyto build in the highest possiblebandwidthbutallow the userto reduce the
gainfordim objects.

4. Experimental results and conclusions

The adaptiveoptics system hasbeen testedon theLick 1 metertelescope on severalnights overa periodof
fourmonths. So farwe have tested basic system operationsby observingbrightstars.These tests are
describedin moredetail in [2]. Figure 12shows an exampleimageof _ Aurigaeat 850 nm; the open-loop
image on the left, closed-loop on theright.The seeing duringthis experimentcorrespondedto the average
caseabove and the Strehl improvement is approximately10. The open and closed loop temporalslope
spectrafor the same case areshown in Figure 13. The controllerhas -15 dB rejectionof low frequencies
and30 Hz correctionbandwidth.

We areactively workingnow to extend the system limitingmagnitudeby upgradingthe wavefrontsensor
andmoving to the 3 metertelescope where it will be equippedwitha sodium laserguide star.The LGS-
basedadaptiveoptics system will open theentiresky tohigh resolutionimagingin the I - 2.2 Um
wavelengthrange.
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s Fig_e9. AO system pefformanceversusre_n_starmagnitudeingoodseeing _r _r_ wavelengths
using _ebareCCD wavefmnt sen_rsys_m on _e3 meter _le_ope.
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FigureI0.SystempeKonnan_ versus_f_en_ starmagnitudefor0uee_n_ollerband_4d0mon theI
meter telesc.ope with the intensified wavefront sensor. The observing wavelength is 0.85 gin.
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Figure 11. System performance versus reference star magnitude for three controller bandwidths on flae 3
meter telescope with the bare CCD wavefront sensor. The observing wavelength is 1.65 lain.



FiEure 12, Open and closed loop imaEes o£ alpha
Aurigae at 850 nm. The open loop imaEe
is 2 arcsec FNHM. the closed loop imaEe
is 0.35 arcsec FWHM.
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Figure 13. Open and closed loop slope power spectra _or
the above experiment.
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